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Get Turquoise Tumble Pendant with Necklace at Wholesale, India

This turquoise Tumble pendant with necklace is very beautiful and unique. Turquoise Tumble Pendant with
Necklace is handmade with 18 inch Single Strand Coral 8mm beeds (cab) and necklace having with 3 ring
toggle lock.

Aug. 20, 2010 - PRLog -- This turquoise Tumble pendant with necklace is very beautiful and unique.
Turquoise Tumble Pendant with Necklace is handmade with 18 inch Single Strand Coral 8mm beeds (cab)
and necklace having with 3 ring toggle lock.

This necklace with pendant is very beautiful and gives great and stunning look when you wear it. It goes
with any type of outfit and you can wear it any occasion. 

We are leading wholesale supplier of indian silver jewelry based in Jaipur India. For last 4 years we are into
silver jewelry making. We offer a wide range of dsignner silver jewelry at lowest wholesale price. Silver
rings and silver earring lots are available at wholesale price. Wholesale silver earring lots, silver necklace,
sterling silver bracelates and other silver jewelry items are available at our online jewelry store at cheap
wholesale rate. We sell indian silver jewelry in wholesale lots of half kg one kg and more bags. With years
of experience as a Direct Manufacturer & Exporter of bulk 925 Sterling Silver Jewelry & Sterling Silver
Gemstone Jewellery, Mahima Overseas works with the most skilled sterling silver jewellery artisans and
metal smiths at Jaipur, India. For more details please visit our site http://mahimawholesalejewelry.com/

Details:

Product Code: MPN-1320   
Weight: 42 Grms. 
Material: turquoise, pearl, coral

About Coral:

Coral is an organic substance and it is not a mineral. Coral Gemstone may be found in several colors. Its
temperature is hot. Coral gemstone creates many virtues like courage, perseverance, capability to face and
solve circumstances and problems and enables a man to take risks. Coral gemstone is referred to as an ideal
for a happy marital life.

Coral gem is found in the shape of vine branch at about 600-700 feet deep into the sea. Scientists regard it
as a component of calcium carbonate.

Coral gemstone is useful for enhancing self-confidence, administrative capability and the power of utilizing
the rights in social & political spheres. Coral gemstone is beneficial in deals involving
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wedding rings, bracelets, necklace, body jewelry, nose pin, pendants, blank pendants, blank silver ring
findings, gemstone beads & wholesale jewelry lot

--- End ---

Source Mahima Overseas
Country India
Industry Beauty, Shopping, Jewelry
Tags Sterling Silver, Necklace, Coral, Pearl, Turquoise
Link https://prlog.org/10873542
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